INTRODUCTION
Let k be the number of categories in causes of death found in both of the groups. The mean life spans will then be expressed as follows,
where Pi, Pi' : incidences of the i-th cause of death in unirradiated and irradiated group, respectively Li, Li' : mean life spans of individuals died from the i-th cause of death in unirradiated and irradiated group, respectively.
The increase of incidence and the acceleration in the time of appearance of the i-th cause of death are 4Pi=Pi'-Pi (5) 4Li=Li-L1'.
We propose the following formula as an index of contribution of the i-th cause of death to life shortening,
with
The first term of Ii is a contribution of change in incidence and the second term is that of acceleration in the time of appearance of the i-th cause of death. The last term is an interaction term of the two factors mentioned above. It is obvious from formulae (5), (6) and (7) that individual Ii can be negative as well as positive, never theless sum of Ii is normalized to 1. Let zLi be equal to zero as an extreme case of no acceleration.
Then the second and the third term contribute nothing and the first term in formula (7) is either positive or negative depending upon signs of (L-Li) and 4Pi. If incidence of a relatively late occurring cause of death increases, the first term will be negative showing a contribution to life extension. On the contrary let 4Pi be equal to zero. Then the only contribution comes from the second term in formula (7), and the contribution will be positive in case of a positive ac celeration.
As seen in the above discussion, the index, Ii, is reasonably subdivided into the three terms.
A derivation of formula (7) is given in Appendix. 
A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The indices given in the preceeding chapter were estimated for the data" given by one of the authors.
Necessary and sufficient data on mice were quoted in Tables  1 and 2 . The percentage incidences in Table 1 are equal to 100 times Pi' or Pi depending upon irradiated or not. L and L' are given on the line "All causes of death" at the bottom of Table 2 . Li and Li' are also given to each cause of death in Table 2 . Knowing all of these values, calculations of index Ii by formula (7) are straightforward.
Results of the calculation are shown in Table 3 . Indices of "Neo plastic diseases" were calculated with pooled data from each type of tumors and they agree with sum of the indices for each tumor within a given exposure pattern. Totals of all the indices are sometimes slightly different from 1 due to errors from the round numbers made in the calculations. Causes of death giving the largest index of contribution are neoplastic diseases in whole body exposure, trunk exposure and lower body exposure.
Head exposure brought about the largest index to inflam matory diseases.
Within the neoplastic diseases in whole body exposure , malignant lymphomas give the largest contribution. Table 4 gives numerical values of the three terms in formula (7) in case of whole body exposure and the last column in Table 4 shows the sum of the values in the three terms. The main contribution of the neoplastic diseases comes from the second term (acceleration) as shown in Table  4 . Head exposure induced "other tumors", primarily pituitary tumors, as shown in Table 1 . These tumors are late occurring tumors and the first term in formula (7) is negative due to L<Li.
Therefore the index for "other tumor" is not large as shown in Table 3 . There is an example which shows an induction of tumors with negative index of contribution in trunk exposure. Ovarian tumors induced by trunk exposure had a large negative acceleration (4Li <O) and then the index became negative.
Large indices for malignant lymphomas and pulmonary tumors in lower body irradiation are primarily due to severe acceleration instead of induction of the tumors.
In summary, it is possible to estimate quantitatively a contribution of cause of death to life shortening by formula (7) if the related data are available.
DISCUSSION
The index given by formula (7) is much better than the incidence of cancer itself. An example of advantages of the index may be shown in "Differential Healthy Worker Effect" described by Marks et a1.10'. "The standardized mortality ratio are likely to be higher for cancer than for most other diseases because the factors responsible for the healthy worker effect are less likely to be effective for most cancer types than for other causes of death, such as cardiovascular disease". We suppose that this differential effect may falsely increase an incidence (4Pi>O) of a late occurring cancer (L- Li<O) with no acceleration (4Li<0). Therefore, the index of the cancer will be negative from formula (7) . It is sufficient to understand that an increase of late occurring cancers does not contribute to life shortening.
It is basically possible to apply formula (7) for non-fatal harm by modifying the definition of 4L such that 4L may be time lost from normal working life. The index proposed here will also be promising in understanding a causality between life shortening and diseases of experimental animals. The incidences given in Table 1 are observed incidences and corrections for the competing risks have not been carried out. A typical example of competing risks is seen in decreased incidence of lung tumors by the whole body exposure. The de crease might be brought about principally by reducing the population of mice at risk through mortality from early occurring thymic lymphomas".
If these observed in cidences are corrected for the competing risks by some statistical methods""', the indices given in Table 3 and 4 may also be altered.
Then the numerical example given in the text shall be understood by some reservations due to no correction for the competing risks.
